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Pathology

• MS is a chronic inflammatory disease of 

the CNS that leads to focal   destruction 

of myelin , axonal damage and reactive 

gliosis of astrocytes in  the  white and 

grey matter .

• MS is characterised by multifocal 

demyelinating lesions or ‘plaques’ in 

both the white matter and in the cortical 

and subcortical grey matter 



Pathology

 Plaques are most commonly seen in the spinal cord , optic nerves , 

brainstem/cerebellum  and periventricular white matter.

 Plaques are due to focal loss of myelin (oligodendrocytes), with relative 

preservation of axons and astrocytic gliosis. 

 The pathological features of individual lesions vary and depend on 

location, age and whether or not there has been any regeneration.

 MS  lesions  are  typically  divided  into  three  pathological  categories: 

active  (acute),  chronic  active  and  chronic  inactive.

 More  recently active  lesions  have  been  further classified  into  

different  pathological subtypes 



Macroscopic appearance of the brain and spinal cord 

with MS

 The brain and spinal cord of subjects with MS typically appear 

smaller than normal, particularly later in the disease. 

 Atrophy can be prominent particularly in the optic nerves and 

chiasm, pons, medulla and spinal cord. 

 The corpus callosum thins and the lateral ventricles dilate due to the 

loss of brain tissue.

 These observations emphasise the neurodegenerative aspects of the 

disease.





Pathophysiology

Multiple sclerosis is an autoimmune disease in which lymphocytes 

migrate out of lymph nodes into the circulation, cross the blood–brain 

barrier, and aggressively target putative myelin antigens in the CNS ,  

causing  inflammation,  demyelination , neuroaxonal injury, 

astrogliosis, and ultimately neurodegeneration

 It is considered an immune-mediated disease in genetically 

susceptible individuals.

 The immune attack is triggered  by an environmental agent that is 

acquired in childhood ( <15 yrs ).



Epidemiology

 MS  is the  most  common  inflammatory  demyelinating  disease  of  

the CNS and is the most common disabling neurological disease to 

afflict young adults

 The mean age of onset is approximately 30 years. 

 Almost 70% of patients manifest symptoms between ages 20 and 40. 

 Disease onset  rarely  occurs  prior  to  10  or  after  60  years  of  age.  

However, patients as young as 3 and as old as 67 years of age have 

been described

 There  is  clear  gender  difference with  females  being  more  

frequently affected than men (2.5 :1)



MS Epidemiology- Geographical distribution

 A very specific geographic 

distribution around the world –

the effect of latitude 

 Epidemiology studies in the 

Middle East show an intermediate 

prevalence of around 40/100000.

 Data from migration studies 

shows that if the exposure to a 

higher risk environment occurs 

before the age of 15 years, the 

migrant assumes that risk - white 

British migrants to South Africa



Genetic factors

 The strongest known genetic factor affecting MS susceptibility is the 

HLA-DRB1*1501 haplotype. 

 However, it is not essential for the development of MS, as it only 

increases the risk by 2- to 4-fold and is present in approximately 

20% to 30% of healthy individuals



Genetic factors

The incidence of MS in first degree 
relatives is 20-40 times higher than in 
general population, suggesting the 
influence of genetic factors on the 
disease. 

- Monozygotic twins: 25% concordance 

- Dizygotic twins: 5% concordance 

- 1 parent has MS: 2%-4% 

- Second degree relative: 1% 

Lifetime risk of developing MS: 0.1%-
0.2% 



MS Epidemiology

 There is a clear trend towards increased prevalence over the last few 

decades- according to the MSIF , the global median prevalence of 

MS increased by 10% in the last 5 years ( from 1.8 million in 2008 

to 2.5 million in 2017)

 This increase is quite gender-specific, and seen mostly in females.

 Increasing prevalence is  multifactorial..



Factors explaining the rise in MS prevalence

 Longer survival

 Better/earlier diagnosis due to improved imaging and more sensitive 

diagnostic criteria

 But , there is also an actual increase in incidence of the disease 



Putative causes of MS

- Epstein – Barr virus (EBV) infection

- Decreased sun exposure/vitamin D 

deficiency.

- Smoking (Active and passive)

- High salt intake

- High BMI (Diet)

- Increased physical and emotional stress ?

- Improved hygiene

- Other viral infections ( HPV)

“Urbanization and western life-style”



EBV theory

 Exposure to EBV at an early age in children has been linked to 

reduced incidence of MS, while exposure in  the  form  of  infectious  

mononucleosis  later  in  life  (late adolescence) is linked to an 

increased risk. 

 EBV prevalence also appears to correlate with the observed 

differences in MS based  on  latitude  and  socioeconomic  structure



EBV theory

 Many observations implicate EBV in the pathogenesis of MS :

- universal EBV seropositivity, 

- high anti-EBV antibody levels, 

- alterations in EBV-specific CD8+ T-cell immunity, 

- increased shedding of EBV from saliva and accumulation of EBV-

infected B cells and plasma cells in the brain. 



EBV theory

 Rapidly accumulating evidence for a pathogenic role of EBV in MS 

provides ground for optimism that it might be possible to prevent 

and cure MS by effectively controlling EBV infection through 

vaccination, antiviral drugs or treatment with EBV-specific cytotoxic 

CD8+ T cells.



Vitamin D
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Stages of MS 

Relapsing-remitting

Relapses with or without 

Residual Disability

Primary Progressive

10%

Disability Progression

from Onset

Secondary Progressive

Increasing Disability

90%



Establishing a diagnosis of Relapsing MS

 Classically, a diagnosis of relapsing MS is made when a patient 

exhibits typical inflammatory neurologic episodes (relapses) 

disseminated in time and space.

 Relapses are defined as new  or  worsening  neurologic  symptoms 

that occur in the absence of fever or infection, last over 24 hours, 

and are preceded by 30 days of relative neurologic stability

 No alternative explanation for the episodes.



Clinically Isolated Syndrome

 The first clinical presentation of  MS. Usually 

- optic neuritis ,or 

- partial myelitis ,or 

- a brain stem syndrome. 

- Less commonly a hemispheric presentation or multifocal.



Common Relapses

Part of CNS Involved

 Optic nerve

 Spinal cord

 Brain stem 

Symptoms

 Optic neuritis

 Partial myelitis (numbness & tingling)

 Hemi or paraparesis

 Bowel/bladder dysfunction

 Diplopia/ Internuclear ophthalmoplegia

 Lhermitte’s sign

 Dizziness/vertigo

 Trigeminal neuralgia



Typical MS-related Acute Optic Neuritis

 Unilateral

 Onset over few days to 2 weeks  

 Classic triad of visual loss, periocular pain 

esp. on moving the eye  and dyschromatopsia,  

 Visual acuity- variable ( not very severe ) 

 Relative Afferent Pupillary Defect (RAPD)

 Red desaturation 

 Central visual loss (scotoma)

 Good recovery >90% starting within 2-3 

weeks 

 Normal OD in 70%

 Optic atrophy after 4-6weeks



Differential diagnosis of optic neuritis



MS symptoms ( not relapses)

Residual symptoms from previous relapses or non-relapse-related symptoms:

 fatigue

 Pain, spasticity ,spasms, Ataxia

 Uthoff’s phenomenon

 depression, anxiety, rarely psychosis

 bladder dysfunction

 seizures

 memory problems, cognitive issues



Clinical features atypical for MS

 Onset before age 10 or after age 50 

 Deficit developing within minutes 

 Cortical deficits such as aphasia, 

apraxia, alexia, neglect 

 Rigidity, sustained dystonia 

 Early seizures 

 Early dementia 



Para-clinical tests

MRI

 CSF

 Visual-evoked potentials

 Other evoked potential 
(Brainstem,auditory,somato-sensory)

 Specialized blood/CSF biomarkers 

( Neurofilament Light )

 Optical Coherence Tomography

Blood tests to exlude other 

diseases

 Normal systemic inflammatory 

markers ( ESR, CRP).

 Autoantibodies  ( Low-titre ANA  

may occur ) 

 Vasculitis screen, B12, TFT, LFT, 

serum ACE/CXR



Frequencies of  abnormal CSF 

variables in clinically definite MS

 Oligoclonal IgG bands >95% by 

isoelectric focusing technique

 Increased IgG index 75%

 Increased WBC count > 5 cells in 1/3 

of patients (very rarely > 35)

 Mildly  increased protein in 1/2 of 

patients (very rarely> 70)

 If protein >100 and/or low glucose 

unlikely to be MS 



MRI- Typical MS  
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Dissemination in Space



MS brain lesion characteristics



MS spinal cord lesion characteristics



Differential Diagnosis 

 Excluding diseases that can mimic MS clinically or radiologically is 

very important and can be very challenging



Differential diagnosis of  relapsing MS





2015 survey by the MS society in the UK of  1,500 

people with MS

 Revealed many people are misdiagnosed and live in uncertainty for years before MS 

diagnosis.

- 1 in 4 people with MS misdiagnosed with a “trapped” nerve 

- 1 in 10 people with MS told they’d had a stroke 

- 39% of  people with MS waited over a year for diagnosis  

- 25% visit GP four or more times before referral to a neurologist 

President of  the Royal College of  General Practitioners, said: 

“MS is incredibly difficult to diagnose in primary care as many of  the symptoms are 

similar to those of  other, more common conditions – and some less obvious symptoms 

may not be disclosed by patients during consultation.

“It is also a relatively rare condition – 5,000 new cases diagnosed every year”





Differential Diagnosis

 MS is the most common primary demyelinating disease of the CNS, 

but other other primary demyelinating disorders  should be considered

- Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis  (ADEM)

- Neuromyelitis Optica /NMO spectrum disorder  (Devic’s disease)

- Myelin Oligodendrocyte Glycoprotein-associated Demyelination 

(MOGAD)



Demyelination Secondary to systemic diseases

Ischemic/inflammatory…

Non-specific Age-related WM changes- UBO’s ! 

Small vessel disease 

Migraine, 

Vasculitis (SLE, APLA syndrome*,  Sjogren’s , Behcet’s )

Infection ( Lyme disease ) 

Sarcoidosis, Susac’s syndrome  

B12 deficiency/ Hyperhomocystinemia

*Livedo reticularis



ADEM



MS vs. NMOSD

 Clinical, imaging, and CSF features of  MS and NMOSD can 

overlap

 Serological  testing  for AQP4 and for MOG should be done in all 

patients with features  suggesting  NMOSD (such  as  bilateral  optic 

neuritis,  severe  brainstem  involvement,  longitudinally extensive  

spinal  cord  lesions,  large  cerebral  lesions, or normal brain MRI.

 Should also be considered in groups at higher risk of NMOSD (such 

as African American, Asian, Latin American, and pediatric 

populations).

 The treatments for MS and   NMOSD are different (some MS 

treatments can exacerbate NMOSD).



NMOSD



Typical of NMOSD-causes hiccups and vomiting



Normal aging phenomena

 Multifocal areas of  T2 hyperintensity in the 

periventricular or deep white matter have been 

reported in around 35% of  healthy individuals 

over the age of  60 years. 

 Lesions may be small, multiple and punctuate 

or large and confluent. 

 These non- specific, age-related, 

asymptomatic foci of  ischemic demyelination 

may lead to misdiagnosis of  MS especially in 

patients over 50 years old



Small vessel disease



50 yr old lady seen last week with headache -2/12.

Arthralgia, dry mouth, ESR 80 mm/1st hr

? Sjogren’s Disease with secondary CNS vasculitis



Behcet’s Disease

 A multi-system recurrent inflammatory disorder of unknown  

aetiology – strongly associated with HLA-B51 haplotype

 Variable vessel vasculitis (VVV) 

 Can affect vessels of any size (small,  medium, and large)   

 Any type (arteries,  veins, and capillaries).

 Also called the “Silk Road Disease”









Neurosarcoidosis



Neurosarcoidosis



Susac’s Encephalopathy (confusion,deafness,visual problems)

MS Susac’s



Summary of How to diagnose MS

• Clinical: symptoms and signs suggestive of MS 

• MRI brain/ Spine: lesions suggestive of MS 

• CSF studies: supportive of MS / exclude mimics

• Visual Evoked Potentials : supportive of MS

• Laboratory investigations: to exclude other diseases



Life-style modifications

 Treatment of relapses

 Prevention of relapses /disability 
(Disease-Modifying Therapy)

 Symptomatic treatment.

 Rehabilitation

Management



Relapses

• New focal neurological symptoms/signs lasting >24 hrs after at 

least 1 month of neurological stability

• Consider “pseudo-relapses” due to fever, infection, hot weather, 

emotional stress? ( But stress may also trigger true relapses)



Relapse treatment
Faster recovery but no evidence of decreasing residual disability

• High-dose steroids 

- IV/oral Methylprednisolone 1 g daily for 3-5 days

- 30-50 % do not respond adequately

• ACTH gel ( IM or SC)  80 u daily for 5-15 days– more potent immunomodulatory

effect but expensive and not available.

• Plasma exchange for refractory relapses

• IV Immunoglobulins ?



Choosing a DMD

 The  available  treatment 

arsenal  now contains  up  

to  18 drugs



Proposed MoA: Anti-migratory

Proposed MoA: Pleiotropic effects

Glatiramer acetate

Proposed MoA: Targeted cell depletion

Proposed MoA: Reduced proliferation

IFNs

Activation of 100+ 

IFN-response genes 
Modulation of Th1:Th2 balance

Activation of 700+ Nrf2 

responsive genes and HC-AR2

Dimethyl 

fumarate

Alemtuzumab

CD52
Lysis of mature 

B and T cells

CD20

Ocrelizumab

Cladribine

Tablets

Topoisomerase 

inhibitor

Limits pyrimidine 

availability for 

rapid cell division

Teriflunomide

Mitoxantrone

Fingolimod
Natalizumab

Lymph 

node

BBB

CNS

S1P

B

T
α4-integrin

Periphery

S1P= Sphingosine-1 Phosphate



Goals of Treatment in MS

Goals of Therapy

Improve patient 

quality of life

Reduce relapse 

rates

Slow 

accumulation of 

cognitive 

dysfunction

Reduce 

progression of 

brain atrophy

Reduce 

inflammation

Reduce 

disability 

progression



Benefit-Risk of Treatment Choice in MS

Safety/Risks

Tolerability

Efficacy

Long-term 

Safety

Adherence Potential

Reversibility

Disability 

Progression

Relapses

Freedom from 

MRI Activity





MENACTRIMS Algorithm for treatment of RRMS

Moderately active disease Highly active 
disease

IFN B
GA*
Ter

DMF

Side 
effe
cts

Patients with 
contraindicati

ons or AE to 
IFN-B, GA, TER,  

DMF

Fingolimod, 
siponimod

Fingolimod, 
Siponimod, 

Natalizumab, 
Cladribine, 

Ocrelizumab

Natalizumab, 
Alemtuzumab, 

Cladribine, 
Ocrelizumab 

Suboptimal Response:                                                           Consider  Therapy 
Escalation 

Rescue Therapy: Cyclophosphamide – Mitoxantrone – Autologous 
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation*

Suboptimal Response:                                                        Consider  Therapy 
Escalation 

Rituximab
*

Natalizumab, Alemtuzumab, 
Ocrelizumab 

Fingolimod, Siponimod, 
Natalizumab,  Cladribine, 

Ocrelizumab

Rituximab
*

*Off label use

Rapidly evolving 

aggressive disease

Natalizumab, 
Alemtuzumab, 
Ocrelizumab



Accumulation of disability

 Disability in MS can occur because of 

- residual symptoms after a relapse ,  or 

- disease progression independent of a relapse ( Progressive disease)

 Disability may relate to symptoms that are easy for others to see and measure (eg, 
ambulatory dysfunction), but  much  disability  in  MS  is  due  to ‘‘silent 
symptoms,’’ including fatigue, sensory disturbances/pain, depression/anxiety, and 
cognitive dysfunction.

 Relapsing MS does not have a major impact on life expectancy, so patients often  
live  for  many  years  with  MS, during which they usually sustain significant 
neurologic disability.





The Burden of MS-without treatment

Progressive MS 

10 Years* 15 Years*

Requiring a Cane 

25 Years*

Confined 
to Wheelchair 

*mean time for development

c



DMT Side Effects - Injectables (SC/IM)

Glatiramer Acetate

 Injection Site Reactions

Interferons

 Injection Site Reactions

 Flu-like symptoms

 Liver dysfunction

 Bone marrow suppression

 Endocrine abnormalities

 Other: 

 Depression

 Spasticity

 Headaches



Other moderate-efficacy therapies - AE’s and risks

 Dimethyl fumarate

– GI upset 

- flushing

- Lymphopenia

- Progressive Multifocal Leukoencephalopathy- rarely

 Teriflunomide

- Hair loss

- Diarrhea

- Teratogenicity





Progressive Multifocal Leukoencephalopathy

 Reactivation of latent a Polyomavirus

(JC virus) -present in around 50% of 

normal people)

 AIDS patients

 Natalizumab > Fingolimod. 

 Rarely Dimethyl Fumarate

 Multifocal presentation – cognitive, 

pyramidal, ataxia 

 Usually leads to death or severe 

disability



Progressive MS



Diagnosis of SPMS

 The different phases of  MS commonly overlap.

 the unpredictable  period  of  this  overlap and  the fact that relapses 

differ significantly in their duration make it difficult  to mark the 

transition from relapsing–remitting disease to secondary progressive 

MS, and this is commonly done only in retrospect.

 At least 80% of  MS patients develop secondary progressive  disease 

within 25 yrs. 



Primary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis (PPMS)

 The  mean  age  of  onset  is  older than RRMS  (∼40 yrs vs. ∼30 yrs -

similar  to  the  average  age  of  onset  of secondary progression in those 

with relapse onset disease),  and  it  is  almost  never  seen  in childhood 

 Interestingly, PPMS appears to exhibit only the slightest gender bias (1.2 to 

1) unlike the 2.5:1 female to male predominance of MS overall

 PPMS   most   commonly presents with a spinal syndrome, a spastic 

paraparesis usually  with  no  clear  sensory  level  (80–85% of cases).  

Some  10–15%  present  with  progressive cerebellar ataxia, and a smaller 

number with cognitive,   other   brainstem   or   visual   symptoms.



The differential diagnosis of PPMS



Treatment of the Progressive stage of MS

 Treatment of progressive MS is very difficult and patients usually 

continue to deteriorate !

- Siponimod is licensed for SPMS

- Ocrelizumab is licensed for PPMS

 Treatment is focused on symptomatic therapy and rehabilitation



Good Luck !   
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